Introduction
89 Herculis (V441 Herculis) and HD 161796 are among the best-known examples of a class of stars known as UU Herculis variables. These F-type supergiants are located at relatively high galactic latitudes, where one would not expect to encounter such stars, and show other anomalies, including erratic low-amplitude photometric variability. In some cases (e.g., 89 Her) the latter may be fairly consistent, showing only one period but changing amplitude. In others (e.g., UU Her) there may be two periods, between which the star alternates on time scales of decades; in yet others (e.g., HD 161796) there may be more than two periods involved, excited either singly or simultaneously, while extreme cases (possibly HD 46703) may show even more chaotic behavior.
In order to study the systematics of the variability in at least the brighter of these stars, I have placed 89 Her and HD 161796 on the program of the Automatic Photometric Telescope Service (Genet et al. 1987) where they are monitored frequently in the UBV system. Results will be reported from time to time, the present paper listing the results for the 1986 and 1987 seasons.
The Observations
All observations were made differentially with respect to comparison stars, these being 87 Herculis for 89 Her and HR6656 for HD 161796. The values of V, (B-V), and (U-B) for these stars were determined in earlier studies (Fernie 1981 (Fernie , 1983 ) and used without change to place the differential data on an absolute scale. The differential observations have a nominal precision of 0.01 mag or better. Tables 1 through 4 list the data for the two stars in each of the 1986 and 1987 seasons. There are considerably fewer data for 1986 than for 1987 due, in part, to difficulties in the early stages of the APT operation.
Discussion
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the light curve of 89 Her for these two seasons, showing it to have been in its "well-be- (Fernie 1981) . The present V amplitude of about 0.12 mag is also typical, although the The period and phasing of the light curve raise interesting questions. In an earlier discussion (Femie 1986) I noted that of the seven available epochs of maximum light that might be considered reliable, six (spanning nearly three decades) could be fit by a linear ephemeris with an average O-C of 1.1 days, while the maverick epoch in 1980 failed the ephemeris by 22.5 days. This cycle, however, was the one following the collapse of the light curve and showed a shorter period than usual. The suggestion was made that there might be an external clock, such as the putative binary companion (Arellano Ferro 1984) , that forces the pulsation into phase-locking. The new data presented here allow a test of this hypothesis.
Fitting a sinusoid to the 1986 data gives a time of maximum light of 2446565.2 ± 1.0 which, when folded into a linear ephemeris with the previous six "well-behaved" epochs, gives a satisfactory fit with an O-C for this date of -0.9 and an average O -C of 1.2.
However, a similarly determined epoch of maximum light in 1987 is 2446896.1 ± 0.8, and even redetermining the ephemeris does not permit an O -C for this date of less than 13.9 together with a quite unrealistic average O -C of 5.7. (A quadratic ephemeris offers little improvement, yielding an average O -C of 4.9. )
There is a gap of 253 days, or four cycles, between the last 1986 APT observation of 89 Her and the first observation of 1987, so it is possible there was a "fluttering" episode in between that went unobserved (unless other data sources become available) and that, as before, caused a temporary departure from the ephemeris. Once again, continued observation will have to decide the viability of this hypothesis. Meanwhile, the score stands at seven orderly epochs and two disorderly ones. Figures 3 and 4 show the light curve of HD 161796 for 1986 and 1987, respectively. Figure 4 in particular emphasizes the much greater instability of the light curve of this star compared to that of 89 Her. The amplitude and mean level fluctuate, while the star also has a history of switching periods (Fernie 1983 (Fernie , 1986 . The period for the three cycles shown in the left halfofFigure 4 is 44.7 ± 1.3 days, not significantly different from a 43 d mode it has often shown before.
The far-right points in Figure 4 (JD > 2447080) suggest that HD 161796 was then going into one of its nonvariable states. This is reminiscent of the observations of 1981 when the star shut down its variability to below a level of 0.005 mag for some two months (Fernie 1983) . It is unfortunate there is a gap in the data preceding this stage, as it would be interesting to know whether such shutdowns follow cycles of some particular kind.
Both 89 Her and HD 161796 will be kept on the APT program in the hope that eventually sufficient data will accumulate to investigate such questions as why 89 Her shows only one period while HD 161796 has more than one, whether the variability of the former is usually phase-coherent and why it sometimes is not, and what circumstances predicate shutdowns in the variability of either star.
